Glamorous weddings
at Olympic Lagoon Resort in Agia Napa
The most important day of your life deserves the best location, and Kanika Hotels, the most
sought-after wedding specialists in Cyprus, has the perfect venue for you.
Kanika Hotels’ Olympic Lagoon Resort in Agia Napa is proud to present two stunning new
banqueting suites especially designed for glamorous destination weddings, part of extensive
renovations that have transformed guest accommodation and public areas and seen the hotel
upgraded to a five-star.
Whether you’re looking for an elegant backdrop for a sumptuous wedding lunch or dinner, or a
romantic place to sip champagne while sampling hors d’oeuvres, Kanika Hotels will make your
wedding a wonderful day to remember for the rest of your life.

White Rose Banqueting Suite
Allow yourself to be inspired by the White Rose Banqueting Suite. Grand floor to ceiling windows
offer panoramic views across the hotel gardens and pools, bringing in the cool breezes and
suffusing the room with plenty of daylight. High wooden beamed ceilings, and crystal chandeliers
add to the sense of elegance, while touches like stone cladding, white-washed wooden floors and
flowing curtains, make it warm and welcoming as well as versatile.
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White Orchid Banqueting Suite
For more intimate gatherings, the new White Orchid Banqueting Suit is ideal for celebrating
with close family and friends. Offering panoramic views across the hotel gardens and pools.
Wooden features and flowing white curtains give the space an air of warmth and style, while the
deliberately understated décor can be especially configured to suit any custom design or theme.
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CONTACT US Email: info@bookyourweddingday.com UK Tel: + 44 20 3876 6777

